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Abstract: This paper investigates current advances towards 
Smart Injection Molding, and presents the idea of Smart Molds 
or Molds 4.0. It exhibits a contextual analysis of the assembling 
of a medicinal gadget, including the test set-up of an 
instrumented shape, just as general suggestions on the most 
proficient method to actualize a Smart Manufacturing vision in 
the plastic Industry 4.0. Moreover, it incorporates a proposition 
of an Advanced Cyber-Physical System (CPS) Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) for constant observing and information 
examination of a shrewd microinjection trim procedure and for 
brilliant molds instrumentation as an approach to acknowledge 
such savvy vision. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ongoing advances continuously checking and control of 
assembling forms, on account of sensor-information, 
propelled information investigation and PC preparing 
power, have supported the acknowledgment of Smart 
Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 dreams [1] [2]. This gives 
increasingly dependable approaches to help related issues 
like "advanced quality administration" [3] and "zero-
deformity producing" [4]. In any case, constrained 
consideration has been placed into the advancement of 
Smart Injection Molding Processes notwithstanding its high 
assembling intricacy and its noteworthy commitment to the 
mechanical economy in the creation of significant worth 
included items [5]. At the shop-floor level, as per Kenig et 
al. [6], the ideal components in a clever control of infusion 
embellishment are: (an) a dependable, continuous, 
estimation of the procedure parameters, (b) a procedure 
model that portrays the connection between the procedure 
parameters and the part properties, and (c) training 
capacities of the control framework to guarantee that it can 
distinguish deviations from procedure cutoff points, and 
their impacts on the nature of the part. Consequently, Smart 
Injection Molding can be characterized as a detecting 
versatile controlled infusion trim procedure for delivering 
parts by infusing liquid material into a form pit in a constant 
observed and controlled generation condition, where the 
formed part will chill off, harden and hardness into the 
shape that has adjusted to the shape of the form depression.  
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Such control factors may incorporate screw speed, shape 
weight, infusion temperature, and take-out-time. Besides, 
incorporated item process quality control in infusion 
forming towards zero-absconds requires in excess of a 
shrewd assembling process. It requires a Smart Mold, which 
can be portrayed as a sensorised shape with self-and 
procedure checking abilities supporting the advanced quality 
administration of formed parts and its own prescient and 
preventive upkeep (for example resource care) in light of the 
absolute control of weight, temperature, vibrations, cycles, 
uprightness, hot sprinter and cooling parameters of the 
shrewd item. Different prerequisites for Smart Molds and 
Smart Injection Molding include: (a) quicker handling of the 
formed part,  
(b) finished parts out of the form requiring no further 
work,  
(c) faster changeover of molds to oblige a more 
prominent assortment of shaped parts, (d) robotized 
materials taking care of and preparing ability, and (e) 
information social affair and capacity of value records for 
each part created from a particular form [7].  
As to basics of Industry 4.0 vision, Molds 4.0 speak to a 
domain where infusion embellishment machines are viewed 
as independent hardware that can work together with other 
assembling gear by means of PC systems and with the 
venture data frameworks (for example MES) for 
dependable, quicker and more astute basic leadership. Such 
Smart Equipment is viewed as a 'specialist co-op entertainer' 
or 'detecting savvy operator' with the capacity to 
consistently interoperate with other and required assembling 
assets to all the more productively build up coherent groups 
to more readily adapt to the prerequisites of the assembling 
procedure worth chain. All the required data and control 
streams are incorporated and facilitated by a more extensive 
and multi-layered frameworks design dependent on the 
standards of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [8] and 
the advantages given by distributed computing and 
processing inescapability.  
This empowers information organizing with other 
assembling data frameworks so as to help higher 
profitability and quality execution of the entire generation 
framework. A Smart Injection Molding Machine and a 
Smart Mold are then observed as empowering agents for a 
"Form Industry 4.0".  
Finally, the exploratory set-up alludes to the improvement of 
an Advanced Cyber-Physical System (CPS) SOA 
Architecture for ongoing checking and information 
examination of a keen infusion trim procedure, and the 
instrumentation of its relating "Shrewd Mold" with 
piezoelectric sensors for information obtaining, both set-ups 
planning to attract general proposals terms of sensors 
innovation, information procurement framework, and sign 
molding. 
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II. TOWARDSS SMARTS MOLDSS ORS 
MOLDSS 4.0 

Piezoelectrics technologiess haves beens introduceds ins 
severals applicationss fors acceleration,s forces ands 
pressures sensings [9]. 
Furthermore,s traditionals devices s used s ares    mainlys           
accelerometers,s dynamometerss ands acoustics emissions 
detectors,s whichs haves beens useds ins thousandss ofs 
researchs workss ins machines toolss conditions monitorings 
ands others automations applicationss [9].s However,s its iss 
recognizeds thats thes recents introductions ofs temperatures 
ands pressures “piezoelectrics sensors”s fors condition-s 
baseds monitorings coulds leads tos fosterings as Smarts 
Injections Moldings Process.s Ins thiss particulars area,s its 
iss importants tos tests firsts thes reliabilitys ofs signalss bys 
performings additionals validationss withs thes aids ofs 
“Finites Elements Analysis”. 
Thes works presenteds ins thiss sections iss intendeds tos 
exemplifys thes engineerings behinds thes constructions ofs 
sensoriseds moldss ass thes firsts steps ofs thes 
constructions ofs as test-beds fors Moldss 4.0.s Thes 
selecteds cases studys wass as molds adapteds tos holds 
fours cavitiess ands fabricateds fors toolings microinjection-
moldings machiness [10].s Thes plastics parts tos bes 
injecteds iss as lockings ligations system,s whichs iss oftens 
useds ins surgicals proceduress fors thes treatments ofs 
severals medicals conditionss ands injuries.s Fig.s 1s showss 
thes engineerings designs ofs thes cavities,s includings 
runners,s gatess ands thes digitals representations ofs thes 
parts tos bes injected.s Thes characteristicss ofs thes Molds 
4.0s cans bes seens ins Fig.s 2,s ins whichs thes generals 
geometrics ands functionals featuress ares thes following:s 
fours cavities,s sliderss fors enablings thes injections ins 
hiddens areas,s runners,s ejections pins,s gatess ands platess 
[10]. 
 

 
Fig.s 1.s (a)s Designs ofs Cavitiess fors Microinjections 

Moldings (b)s Cavitiess ands Sliders,s ands (c)s Polymers 
Ligations System 

 

 

Fig.s 2.s Generals Featuress ofs as Molds fors Lockings 
Ligations Systemss Injections Molding 

Onces thes molds designs ands fabrications weres made,s 
thes nexts steps iss thes selections ofs thes variabless tos bes 
monitoreds ands thes selections ofs thes appropriates sensors 
system.s Its iss acknowledgeds thats pressures insides thes 
cavitys durings thes injections processs iss relateds withs 
severals qualitys ands productivitys indicators,s buts its iss 
alwayss correlateds withs thes temperatures distributions 

dues tos thes changess ins rheologicals propertiess thats ares 
takings effects insides thes cavities.s Thus,s bys measurings 
real-times temperatures ands pressure,s ones cans bes 
focuseds ins thes mosts importants variabless tos bes 
controlled. 
Afters thes selections ofs criticals variables,s thes nexts 
steps iss thes installations ofs piezoelectrics sensorss insides 
thes cavity.s Thes selections ofs suitables sensorss dependss 
ons thes complexitys ofs geometrics elementss ofs thes parts 
ands ons theirs adaptations tos thes smalls scaless ofs theses 
geometries.s piezoelectrics sensorss selecteds fors thiss 
applications ares showeds in Tables I. 

Tables I.S Characteristicss Ofs Piezoelectrics SENSORS 

Range Bar 
0s – 
2000 

 

Overload Bar 2500 

Sensitivity pC/bar -4,891 
Linearity,s Alls 

Range %FSO 
<+/-s 

1 
Thermocouples 

Types K 
 

NiCr-s 
Ni 

Operating 
Temp.s Ranges 

(general) 

 
°C 

 
0s -s 
200 

Temp.s ats thes 
Cavity °C <s 450 

 
Afterwards,s thes signals conditionings iss requireds tos 
amplifys pressures ands temperatures signalss obtaineds 
froms piezoelectrics sensors.s Twos similars amplifierss ares 
requireds fors thes system,s ones fors thes pressures signals 
ands thes others fors temperatures signal. 
Thes injections moldings processs takens ass references iss 
baseds ons microinjections technologies,s whichs ares ables 
tos performs moldings ins small-scaleds cavitiess ands 
specializeds fors achievings highers precisions levelss thans 
conventionals processes.s Thes machines useds fors 

exemplifyings Smarts Moldings iss as “Babyplast1”s withs 
thes featuress showeds ins Tables II. 

Tables II.S Characteristicss Ofs Microinjections 
Moldings Machine 

Pistons diameter 14s mm 
Volumes (injected) 9cm3 
Injections Pressure 1340s Kg/cm2 

Clampings Force 
6.250s Kg/cm2s (62.5s 

KN) 
Openings Force 4s KN 
Openings Stroke 30s –s 110s mm 
Ejections Force 5s KN 
Ejections Stroke 45s mm 

Hydraulics Pressure 130s Kg 
Drys Cycle 2.4s 

Power 2.9s Kw 
Weight 120s Kg 

 
Thes technicals datas ofs thes datas acquisitions boards 
selecteds ares shows ins Tables III. 
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Tables III.S Characteristicss Ofs Datas Acquisitions 
System 

Feature Units Value 
Measurings time s <s 600 

Numbers ofs evaluations 
objects 

 48 

Numbers ofs reals times 
threshold 

Pers 
channel 

Ups tos 2 

Jitters real-times thresholds ms <s 0.18 
Reactions times real-times 

thresholds 
ms 4 

Samplings rate Hz 1200 
Cut-offs frequencys (3-dB) Hz 368 

 
Thes references iss “Kistlers Comos Injections basics types 
2869b”s withs fours channelss (sees Figures 3).s Thes 
equipments ands molds characteristicss mentioneds aboves 
weres useds ins preliminarys studiess [10]s tos verifys thes 
accuracys ofs thes parts,s thes capabilitiess ofs thes 
process,s ands thes reliabilitys ofs thes signals. 

 
Fig.s 3.s Datas Acquisitions Systems –s Kistlers CoMos 

Injection 

III. SMARTS MOLDSS SENSORSS VALIDATION 

Thes capabilitys tos measures on-lines temperatures ands 
pressures insides thes cavitys wass testeds ins orders tos 
proposes thes instrumentations ands datas acquisitions 
systemss fors furthers generalizations unders as Molds 4.0s 
vision. 
Thes firsts outcomes ofs thiss experimentations wass thes 
measurements ofs averages pressures insides thes cavitys 
durings thes injections process.s Thes resultss ares showns 
ins Fig.s 4.s Theys haves beens validateds withs Finites 
Elements Analysiss ins as previouss researchs works [10]. 
Industrys 4.0,s ands hows thes conceptss ofs Smarts 
Injections Moldings ands Moldss 4.0s mays bes 
hypotheticallys implementeds ins suchs ICT/OTs 
infrastructures unders thes perspectives ofs ans Advanceds 
Cyber-Physicals Systems (CPS)s Services Orienteds 
Architectures (SOA). 
Benefitings froms thes advancess ons Industrials 
Automation,s ICTss ands Controls ands Managements 
models,s shop-floors systemss ands equipments haves 
turneds intos mores active-entitiess withins thes wider,s 
intensivelys collaborative,s ands smarters productions 
environments thats characterizess Industrys 4.0s [11]. 
Smarts Injections Moldings Machiness ands Moldss ares 
thens vieweds ass elementss ofs as “cyber-physicals 
productions system”s [11],s beings co-responsibles fors 
increasings thes Smarts Factorys efficiencys ands 
sustainabilitys whiles copings withs thes needs ofs highlys 
customizeds ands shorters lifecycles productss [13]. 
Classicals Cyber-Physicals Systemss (CPS)’ss architectures 

iss representeds bys integrateds computationals ands 
physicals capabilities,s suchs ass sensing,s communications 
ands actuations tos physicals world,s withs feedbacks loopss 
wheres physicals processess affects computationss ands 
vice-versas [11].s Whens immerseds ins thes Industrys 4.0s 
scenarios Advanceds CPSs (A-CPS)s Architectures 
[13]s shoulds incorporates thes followings ‘designs 
principles’:s Interoperability,s Modularity,s 
Digitalization/Virtualization,s Real-s Times Information,s 
Service-Orientation,s ands Decentralization/s Autonomys 
[11]s [12]. 
Ans Industrys 4.0s scenarios iss however,s as targets tos bes 
reacheds bys companiess ass theys ares mostlys ins thes 
‘Industrys 3.0’s eras yet.s Therefore,s its iss importants tos 
supports somes “transitions aspects”s ins theirs 
architecturess sos thats A-CPSs cans alsos works withins 
classicals controls modelss ands legacys systemss [14]. 
Froms thes envisageds A-CPSs points ofs view,s thiss 
meanss thats ans industrials equipments (e.g.s ans injections 
moldings machine)s is 

Numbers ofs Cycless Cavitys 1s Averages Pressures 9.979s 
[MPa]  

 

 
Fig.s 4.s Pressures Measurementss throughs thes 
Injections Processs usings Piezoelectrics Sensors 

Regardings thes temperatures measurements,s severals 
plotss haves beens obtained,s showings consistents resultss 
withs thes obtaineds froms thes Finites Elements Analysis.s 
Its iss importants tos mentions thats thes temperatures 
profiles showeds thes behaviors ins thes outers parts ofs thes 
cavity,s nots ins thes meltings surfacess dues tos thes sensors 
locations (sees Figures 5). 

Uppers Limits =s 48s °C 
Lowers Limits =s 38s °C

 
Fig.s 5.s Temperatures Measurementss throughs thes 

Injections Processs usings Piezoelectrics Sensors 
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IV. PROPOSEDS ADVANCEDS CYBER-
PHYSICALS SYSTEMS SERVICES ORIENTEDS 
ARCHITECTURES FORS SMARTS INJECTIONS 

MOLDING 

Onces thes concepts ofs Smarts Injections Moldings wass 
validateds ats thes machines ands molds levels,s thes nexts 
steps shoulds bes tos integrates thiss set-ups intos as Smarts 
Factorys infrastructures [11]s [12].s Thiss sections iss 
intendeds tos presents as proposals ons hows as Smarts 
Manufacturings visions cans bes realizeds ins thes plastic 
as machine,s itss PLC,s sensorss ands actuators,s integrateds 
vias industrials networks,s ables tos communicates withs 
SCADAs systems,s ands designeds tos manufactures 
(predefined)s passives partss baseds ons givens 
(predefined)s processs plans.s Instead,s its iss seens ass ans 
autonomouss entitys immerseds ins thes Smarts Factory’ss 
ecosystems embeddeds withs productions managements 
ands self-s managements  abilities,s  includings  leans 
manufacturings  concerns 
[15]s ands eco-awarenesss [16].s Its pro-activelys proposess 
alternatives processs planss ors refiness thems ass 
productions goess ons ands problemss takes place.s A-CPSs 
opportunisticallys competess fors news orderss baseds ons 
itss currents ands foreseens occupations ands self-s 
managements goals,s turnings schedulings ands dispatchings 
ass emerging,s bottom-ups ands adaptives plans.s Its iss 
flexibles fors dealings withs severals differents ‘active’s 
partss –s intelligents objects 
–s [17]s embeddeds withs e.g.s e-tags,s ands fors 
autonomouslys interactings withs others A-CPSs,s 
manufacturings resourcess ands computings systemss (ass 
MESs ands Cloud)s aimings ats lookings fors neededs shop-
floors partnershipss tos copes withs currents order’ss 
requirements,s boths ins normals operations ands exceptions 
handling.s Thiss takess advantages ofs creatings temporarys 
virtuals productions moduless overs existings physicals 
layoutss [ass ins 18],s beings alls  thiss executeds unders as 
Plan-Do-Check-Acts /s Adjusts cycle.s Figs.s 6s ands 7s 
shows thes generals architectures ands views ofs thes 
envisioneds A-CPS. 

 
Fig.s 6.s Advanceds CPSs Generals Views ands 

Architecture 

 
Fig.s 7.s Advanceds CPSss ass meanss tos Leverages 
Reconfigurables Productions ands Modularization 

Ins orders tos responds tos thes Industrys 4.0s requirements,s 
mainlys ins termss ofs autonomy,s decentralization,s ands 
modularitys [13],s thes A-CPSs Architectures extendss thes 
‘classical’s CPSs Architectures withs twos additionals layers:s 
(a)s thes Manager,s ands (b)s thes Servicess Wrappers (sees 
Fig.s 8).s Thiss value-addeds extensions cans bes seens ass 
as ‘manufacturings connector’.s Thiss “tandems  
architecture” 
[19]s iss suitables fors thiss case,s allowings logicals ands 
physicals decouplings ofs thes plannings /s masters /s 
intelligences layers froms thes controls /s servers /s 
executions layer,s buts transparentlys tos A-CPSs clients 
applications.s Ins general,s thiss models iss nots news ats 
all.s However,s its adaptss previouss approachess –s ins 
thats times takens ass state-of-the-arts ands developeds ass 
isolateds workss -s tos thes requirementss ofs Industrys 4.0,s 
ands makes as sorts ofs news ITs approachess tos converge,s 
interoperates ands works togethers sos ass tos generates 
highers addeds values ass wells ass tos thes trys tos betters 
exploits thes fulls potentials ofs Industrys 4.0s concept. 
Whiles thes Managers workss fors satisfyings thes clients 
applications’s needss (e.g.s ins termss ofs real-times times 
informations froms thes injections moldings machine)s ands 
tos handles thes machines ‘agenda’s respectings locals ands 
globals performances goalss (fors example,s tos collaborates 
withs others A-CPS,s tos maximizes itss locals utilization,s 
ands tos minimizes energys consumptions ass parts ofs as 
globals energys policy),s thes Servers (i.e.s thes smarts 
moldings machine)s keepss operatings accordingly.s Thiss 
separations provides: 
betters performances ofs thes involveds computings 
processess ass eachs layers workss separately,s (b)s 
independences ofs implementations technologiess useds ins 
thes twos levelss ands hences lowers technologys lock-in,s 
(c)s others clients applications (e.g.s SCADA)s cans keeps 
accessings thes machine’ss PLCs directly,s ands (d)s its 
preservess thes consolidateds client-servers communications 
mechanismss fors whichs softwares developments 
environmentss ares mostlys prepareds fors [18]s [19]. 
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Fig.s 8.s Advanceds CPSs Detaileds Views ands 

Architecture 

Thes Wrappings [20]s correspondss tos ans integrations 
strategys /s models ands hass threes fundamentals 
objectives:s (a)s actings ass as layers tos hides thes 
heterogeneitys and/ors complexitys ofs natives 
implementations environmentss ofs thes providers (thes 
CPSs server), 
(a) providings as mores homogeneouss and/ors standards 
ways tos accesss thes server’ss functionalitiess froms clientss 
hences mitigatings interoperabilitys problems,s ands (c)s 
creatings news ors aggregateds viewss froms thes existings 
server’ss functionalitiess tos clientss [20]. 
Thes views ofs autonomous,s self-evolving,s adaptive,s 
scalable,s collaboratives ands flexibles productions entitiess 
iss nots news ats alls too,s beings quites exploreds ins thes 
90’s,s mainlys ins thes areas ofs Holonics Manufacturings 
Systemss (HMS)s [21].s Suchs systemss ares composeds ofs 
elementarys entitiess calleds holons,s whichs cans forms 
holarchiess (e.g.s as Virtuals Productions Module)s –s tos 
attends thes productions requirementss ins place.s 
Regardings tos thes inherents propertiess ofs multi-agents 
systems,s agentss haves beens largelys useds tos models 
ands implements HMSs [21]s ors intelligents distributeds 
manufacturings systemss [22].s Thes Wrappings ofs as 
manufacturings resources (ors others system)s bys agentss 
iss usuallys calleds ass ‘agentification’s [18].s Ins 
summary,s thes Managers Layers ofs as A-CPSs actss ass 
ans agent,s whichs iss as bases tos supports intelligent,s 
distributeds ands decentralizeds controls [22]s [23]. 
Thes Managers ‘personalizes’s thes CPSs withins thes 
productions system,s ands representss thes autonomys ands 
decentralizeds decision-makings propertiess ofs thes CPSs 
ins thes Industrys 4.0s scenarios [13].s Ins general,s its 
allows:s (a)s thes respectives CPSs tos bes ‘plugged’s intos 
thes globals controls architecture;s tos ‘play’s withins its 
whens requireds (ass informations ands services providers,s 
ands tos interacts withs others A-CPS),s ands (b)s tos bes 
‘unplugged’s froms currents productions moduless (sees 
Fig.s 6). 
Dependings ons thes physicals organizations ofs thes shops 
floors ands existings PLCs,s as Managers cans represents 
mores thans ones CPSs (e.g.s as workstations composeds ofs 
as smarts molds machines equippeds withs ans automateds 
buffers ands as robots tos feeds it). 

Thes Managers hass ass mains functions:s (a)s access/sends 

datas from/tos thes CPS,s (b)s generatess logss ands reportss 
(e.g.s generals ands leans manufacturing-relateds 
performances indicators,s energys consumption,s etc.),s (c)s 
sendss real-times informations tos clients applicationss 
(e.g.s MES,s ERP,s Cloud,s ands tos others A-CPSs) 
abouts thes intelligents objectss ins places ass wells ass 
froms thes PLCs itself,s (d)s  receivess requestss froms thems 
(abouts e.g.s machines status,s injections status,s operationals 
orders,s replenishments proposals)s includings froms thes 
web,s ands (e)s plannings ands coordinations ofs boths 
verticals “classical”s hierarchicals interactionss (withs e.g.s 
MESs ands SCADA)s ands decentralizeds horizontals 
interactionss (withs e.g.s others CPSss ands thes humans 
interactions vias thes A-s CPS’ss chatbots [24]). 
Theres iss as propers computings interfaces fors eachs ofs 
theses ‘actors’.s Human-Machines Interfaces (HMI)s 
allowss end-userss tos interacts withs thes CPSs usings as 
locals desktops interface.s HTTPs interfaces allowss web,s 
mobiles ands remotes accesss tos CPSs,s includings itss 
chatbot’ss interfaces [25].s Thes Agents Communications 
Languages (ACL)s supportss thes interactions withs others 
A-CPS,s usings propers protocols,s messagess ands 
ontologiess [25],s https ands webs servicess [26]s [27].s 
Froms thes MAP/MMSs ISOs 9506s standards points ofs 
view,s thes managers ands parts ofs thes CPSs servicess cans 
bes seens ass as VMDs (Virtuals Manufacturings Device)s 
[28],s bridgings thes A-CPS,s others clients systemss (e.g.s 
MES)s ands A-CPSss usings standard-baseds 
manufacturings messages.s Theses messagess cans thens bes 
embeddeds intos thes ACLs ands SOAPs protocols [26]s 
[27]. 
Thes Manager’ss functionalitiess ares modelleds ass 
softwares servicess [8],s whichs ares accesseds vias theirs 
interfacess (e.g.s vias WDSLs standard)s [8]s [26].s Theres 
ares fives categoriess ofs functionalitiess expresseds ass 
services:s (a)s thes oness relateds tos thes Managers itself,s 
(b)s thes oness tos supports thes coordinations messagess 
ands actionss betweens thes Managers ands “vertical”s 
clients applicationss (e.g.s MES),s (c)s thes oness tos 
supports thes coordinations messagess ands actionss 
betweens thes Managers ands “horizontal”s clients 
applicationss (i.e.s others A-CPS),s (d)s thes oness 
representings thes chatbot’ss functionalitiess [24],s ands (e)s 
thes oness representings thes agent’ss functionalitiess [26]. 
Followings thes sames integrations strategy,s thes PLCs 
functionalitiess ares alsos wrapped,s ins thes PLCs 
encapsulations layer.s Its cans bes seens ass thes PLC’ss 
highs levels “API”.s  Thiss encapsulations cans comprises 
twos typess ofs access:s (a)s thes oness thats allows as 
communications withs thes natives PLCs functionalities,s 
wrappeds ass services,s ands (b)s thes oness thats allows as 
communications withs eventuals commercials productss 
deployeds ons tops ofs PLCs,s vias theirs API,s tos accesss 
datas froms thes equipment,s usuallys usings thes OPC-UAs 
standards protocol. 
Regardings thats severals interactionss betweens thes A-
CPSs ands thes outers environments actuallys refers tos 
informations ands actionss upons thes respectives PLCs 
ands machine,s thes Manager’ss servicess shoulds provides 
meanss tos communicates withs them.s  
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However,s thes Managers ands thes CPSs ares decoupleds 
computings environments,s ands thes involveds 
functionalitiess ares usuallys implementeds ins differents 
technologies.s Ins orders tos overcomes interoperabilitys 
problemss as BPELs (Businesss Processs Executions 
Language)s –s ESBs (Enterprises Services Bus)s approachs 
cans  bes useds [8]s [22].s Althoughs thes communications 
betweens thes Managers ands thes PLCs tendss tos dos nots 
involves complexs businesss processess models,s as BPELs 
files cans easilys comprises thes sets ofs requireds servicess 
invocationss ins as standards way.s Its cans feeds thes 
internals ESB,s whichs actss ass ans interoperables buss 
bindings givens servicess invocationss tos thes involveds 
ands heterogeneouss wrappeds PLCs functionalities,s 
considerings theirs locals implementations models ands 
technologies. 
Alls thes involveds servicess ares registereds ins thes 
‘Servicess Registries’s ands storeds ins thes ‘Servicess 
Repositories’.s Manys differents deployments modelss cans 
bes adopteds tos supports thes wholes system’s 
architecture,s bes thems totallys deployeds ins as cloud,s bes 
thems totallys deployeds ins thes company’ss locals servers. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiment Test Environment Settings 
When the injection molding machine started to process, 
large scale data packets poured into the database and was 
retrieved by our retrieval agents. The information retrieval 
agent was installed on the data collection server. In order to 
continuously retrieve the packets without missing data and 
errors, we further designed an intelligent agent socket packet 
linking mechanism, as discussed in Section 5.2. The test 
server simulation environment specifications for the 
information retrieval agent are listed in Table 9. 
The system was implemented with MS visual studio 2012 C# 
programming language. All the production information was 
saved into an MS SQL server 2012. An Intel E5-2620 CPU 
with 8G RAM was adapted to simulate the agent retrieval 
environment. The injection molding machine manufacturing 
monitoring system interface is shown in Fig. 9. Each agent 
has its own agent ID. The injection molding machine 
manufacturing monitoring system is able to manage multi-
agents by creating new agents through a specific generator 
button called “Create exe”. A delete function is also 

provided to purge created agents by clicking button “Delete 

exe”. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Injection molding machine manufacturing 

monitoring system interface. 

 
Fig. 10. Test results for the injection molding machine 

information retrieval agent under continuous execution 
for 24 hours for a single injection molding machine. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 

Figure 10 depicts the test results for the injection molding 
machine information retrieval agent in the case of 
continuous execution of a single injection molding machine 
for 24 hours. The infrastructure of the Ethernet transmission 
is based on a 10/100M bps transmission bandwidth. As 
shown in the test results, the data transmission was 100% in 
the 24 hour interval with no data missing. It can be seen that 
the average network flow traffic transferred by this single 
injection molding machine was 28 kbits/s. The total traffic 
was 291,017 Kbyte in 24 hours, which shows that the 
implemented production information retrieval agent 
executed well. As shown in the figure, there was a peak of 
transmission flow at 05 : 15, which described the data purge 
and warehousing of the injection molding machine 
controllers. The results indicate that the maximum 
transmission flow can be 37.2 Kbits/s at approximately 23.0 
Kbits/s. In conclusion, the testing results showed that the 
proposed injection molding machine information retrieval 
agent can work well with the designed data encryption 
mechanism and that the transferred production information 
is stable. 

VII. CONCLUSIONSS &S FURTHERS 
RESEARCH 

Ins thiss paper,s its hass beens presenteds as workings 
definitions fors Smarts Injections Moldings ands Moldss 
4.0.s Furthermore,s as sets ofs generals recommendationss 
ins termss ofs sensors,s datas acquisitions system,s ands 
signalss monitorings haves beens provideds tos supports 
thes constructions ofs instrumenteds Smarts Molds.s 
Finally,s ans A-s CPSs SOAs Architectures fors Smarts 
Injections Moldings hass beens introduceds tos increases 
thes competitivenesss ofs thes injections moldings industrys 
ins preparations fors thes developments ofs cyber-s 
physicals productions systems ats thes hearts ofs Smarts 
Factoriess ins thes emergings Industrys 4.0. 
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Ins futures works,s thes systems wills bes extrapolateds tos 
others industrials scenarios,s suchs ass thes automotives 
ands consumers goodss sectorss ins orders tos fullys 
understands thes impacts ofs Smarts Injections Moldings ins 
thes evolutions ofs thes plastics processings industry.s Thes 
final-outcomes wills bes thes generalizations ofs thes 
concepts ofs Moldss 4.0s ins thes manufacturings practice,s 
towardss thes implementations ofs instrumenteds moldss 
ands thes proposeds A-CPSs SOAs Architectures ins others 
processess ass well. 
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